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the difference of voltage between a conductor and the air,
by arranging a stream of fine particles to leave the conductor.
If the conductor has the higher voltage the particles will
be positively charged, and if the lower, negatively. By
connecting the conductor to the electrometer the change
in its voltage, and hence the voltage of the air near to the
stream of particles, can be measured. In later designs the
electrometer registers a spot of light on a sensitive paper,
and a continuous record of the change in atmospheric
voltage can be made. During a day the variations may be
as large as 1,000 volts.
The magnitude of an electric current is legally measured
by an Ampere balance. The form devised by Thomson
consists of two movable coils attached to the ends of the
beam of a balance. Above and beneath these are fixed
coils. All of the coils are connected in a circuit so that the
coil at one end of the beam is pulled down and the coil at
the other end is pushed up. The beam is restored to the
horizontal position by adding weights to the raised end.
The size of the current passing through the circuit can be
calculated from the amount of weight that has to be added
in order to restore equilibrium.
The delicacy of electrical measurements is now one of the
most noticeable features of science and engineering. This
development owes much to Thomson's initiative in devising
sensitive instruments that measured according to null
methods, i.e. by methods in which forces are measured by
equilibration against other forces, so that absence of move-
ment is the test of equality. As absence of movement can
always be detected more exactly than the degree of an
increase or decrease in strength, null methods are desirable
for accurate measurement of forces.
Though his instrumental inventions had a very important
influence on the development of science and electrical
engineering, Thomson was not a perfect inventor. In a
letter to Faraday concerning electrometers, written in 1860,
he remarks that he had "a great deal of trouble in making
the glass fibre suspension, having very little skill of hand,
so that what would be easy and short to others costs me a

